Lead... Brilliantly
When You're About Results, You're About People

“

He ranks at the top!
Brenda Post, VP, Kisco

His clarity, wisdom, candor,
humor, and perceptiveness are
amazing.
Jill Blashak Strahan, CEO, Tastefully Simple

“

Eric left everyone thirsting for
more of his wisdom.

Joel Carson, SVP, Kleinfelder

Most people wouldn’t volunteer to live in an isolated
mountain cabin for a year! Eric Kaufmann did. Was he nuts?
No! (OK, maybe an iota.) He dropped off the grid so he could
drop into his heart and mind. Leadership, you see, is partly
strategy and operations, but mostly relationships –
connecting hearts and minds. Eric has put himself in all
manner of challenges to uncover the deepest truths about
leading and relating. Now he brings these hard-earned
insights to leaders in accessible, entertaining, and
immediately practical keynotes.
If your people are ready to dive deeper, reach higher, and go
further, then invite Eric’s unique perspectives to break out of
their comfort zones in leadership, work, and life. Drawing on
his experiences as a corporate leader, executive coach,
scuba diving instructor, clinical hypnotherapist, business
owner, and life-long Zen meditator, Eric teaches leaders how
to up-level trust and influence and get stuff done faster.

ERIC
KAUFMANN

Eric Kaufmann blends an unrelenting commitment to results with an unyielding regard for the human
spirit. He demystifies the mindset and skillset that form real care and fast outcomes. While most
speakers aim for applause, Eric aims for visible growth. His work is thought provocative, heart
engaging and always driving for learning that improves leadership behaviors.

TAME UNCERTAINTY. CONNECT DEEPLY. ACCELERATE RESULTS.

Keynote Topics
LEADERSHIP AS A HERO'S JOURNEY
LEADERSHIP
AS AFOCUS,
HERO'S
HOW COURAGE, GRIT,
AND JOURNEY
FAITH TURN UNCERTAINTY INTO RESULTS

HOW
COURAGE, GRIT, FOCUS, AND FAITH TURN UNCERTAINTY INTO RESULTS
Leadership is a hero’s journey that begins right outside the comfort zone, meanders through risk, and wraps up
Leadership is a hero’s journey that begins right outside the comfort zone, meanders through risk, and wraps up
with success! This keynote guides leaders how to explore the unknown, accelerate results, get people excited,
with success! This keynote guides leaders how to explore the unknown, accelerate results, get people excited,
and be an authentic leader on the journey.
and be an authentic leader on the journey.

THE POWER TO SHOW UP
THE
POWER TO SHOW UP
HOW TO SWITCH ON COURAGE AND CONQUER THE WORK THAT MATTERS MOST

HOW
TO SWITCH ON COURAGE AND CONQUER THE WORK THAT MATTERS MOST
Obstinate bureaucrat! Courage is key because leadership is always about uncertainty, risk, challenge, and fear.
Obstinate bureaucrat! Courage is key because leadership is always about uncertainty, risk, challenge, and fear.
This keynote defines a path to being inspired, inspiring, and courageous in projects, with coworkers, and with
This keynote defines a path to being inspired, inspiring, and courageous in projects, with coworkers, and with
customers.
customers.

THE BLUEPRINT TO CONSCIOUS LEADERSHIP
THE
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HOW TO
ROCK RESULTS
BE A WILDLY POSITIVE
INFLUENCE

HOW
TO ROCK RESULTS AND BE A WILDLY POSITIVE INFLUENCE
3 out of 4 employees want their organizations to make money AND improve the world; and they want leaders

3 out of 4 employees want their organizations to make money AND improve the world; and they want leaders
that lead them do well and do good – conscious leaders. Leaders can come to be conscious leaders by following
that lead them do well and do good – conscious leaders. Leaders can come to be conscious leaders by following
a blueprint that combines commitment to results with deep regard for human spirit.
a blueprint that combines commitment to results with deep regard for human spirit.

TEAMWORK WITHOUT TANTRUMS
TEAMWORK
WITHOUT
TANTRUMS
GETTING LEADERS
TO STICK TOGETHER,
DECIDE TOGETHER, AND MAUFF HAPPEN

GETTING
LEADERS TO STICK TOGETHER, DECIDE TOGETHER, AND MAUFF HAPPEN
More than just a group of people, a team is a collective genius that is distributed among multiple skulls and
More than just a group of people, a team is a collective genius that is distributed among multiple skulls and
hearts. Weaving and connecting this genius is the art and science of team leadership.
hearts. Weaving and connecting this genius is the art and science of team leadership.
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